After you have completed the survey and checked your traverse closure, go to Measure / Calculations / Volume. *NOTE: you will need to enter a License Key for this part of the program the first time you run it.

From the Volume Setup screen pull down the list of Notes under the Base note box and choose the description used for all Base (or Toe) points. Do the same for the Surface note. If you would like to calculate an associated Weight of the material, tap the Materials button and build a database of products. From the Volume Setup screen, tap Calc.

Triangles will be plotted throughout the pile and you will see a progress bar along the bottom while the volume is being calculated. Once completed the Volume and Weight will be displayed below the plot. To view a contour map of the pile, uncheck Triangles and check the Contours box. Tap the Close button to return to Setup.

*Note: if your pile is up against a wall and you have shot this interface in, select that note for the Projected Base. This will create Base points below this area and give you an accurate Volume.

*Note: if you have taken a shot between layers of different densities, tap the Data Table button, find the point and choose to use it’s elevation to calc the Volume Above.